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Abstract: This paper aims to answer the following question: Will the
preferences for nature protection conceived during CEOs’ childhood govern
their decisions when operating a company? Based on the latest findings in social
ecology studies, this paper constructs an exogenous proxy of CEOs’ preference
for nature protection using intensive hand-collected city-level greenspace data.
By identifying whether CEOs with a higher preference for nature protection are
more likely to participate in an environmental protective project, CDM, this
paper finds that CEOs’ preference for nature protection has a positive,
economically relevant, and robust relation with firms’ actions toward global
warming mitigation. The results are consistent with CEOs imprinting their
personal preferences on the firms they manage, particularly when governance
is weaker. This paper introduces a new measure of the preference for nature
protection into the accounting literature and provides a potential predictor of
firms’ future climate mitigation.
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1. Introduction
This paper studies the influence of CEOs’ preference for nature protection on
global warming mitigation of firms. Global warming is proceeding at an
unprecedented rate. According to the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change), the temperature increases from 1.5 degrees to 2 degrees Celsius will
cause climate-change-induced water stress and elevate the number of people
susceptible to climate-related poverty risks by as much as several hundred million
by 2050. Researchers suggest that global warming is mainly driven by human
activities. Firm activities, particularly, are a critical source of global warming, as
greenhouse gases, the widely confirmed drivers of global warming, are emitted
during firm operations. According to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions from human
activities in the US is from the burning of fossil fuels for electricity production,
industry, and transportation. Firms, therefore, have great potential to contribute to
mitigating global warming by taking actions toward greenhouse emission
reduction. Given the importance of firms’ input in environmental protection,
understanding the motivation behind the environmental protection behaviors of
firms becomes paramount.
The prior literature has documented that the managerial styles of chief
executive officers (CEOs) explain a large part of the variation in firm capital
structure, investment, compensation, and disclosure policies (e.g., Bertrand and
Schoar, 2003; Jia, van Lent, and Zeng, 2014; Graham, Li, and Qiu, 2012). It has
been shown that the individual behavioral traits of CEOs, such as optimism, risk
preference, and time preference, are related to corporate policy decisions, such as
mergers and acquisitions, capital structure, and their compensation packages (e.g.,
Graham, Harvey and Puri, 2013; Liu, 2016; Ellahie, Tahoun, and Tuna, 2017).
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Different from prior research, this paper focuses on one of the social preferences,
the preference for nature protection, and examines whether the CEO’s preference
for nature protection will lead to more environmental protection actions taken by
firms.
Ex ante, it is not clear whether CEOs’ preference for nature protection exerts
a specific influence on firm environmental protection behavior. According to the
person-situation debate, it is doubtful that “the value at church is the value at the
firm” (Jackall 1988: 6), especially considering the work that demonstrates that
taking social responsibility will reduce shareholder value (Chen, Hung, and Wang,
2018; Di Giuli and Kostovetsky, 2014; Manchiraju and Rajgopal, 2017).
However, the extant literature exhibits possible paths through which the
CEO’s belief can exert a considerable influence on firm environmental protection
behavior. First, based on social cognition theory, the beliefs or value can influence
people’s perception of the salience of problem, which in turn govern their actions
against the problem (Crocker, Fiske, and Taylor, 1984). Additionally, CEOs are
the groups who have a higher belief that they can control their lives through their
own decisions (Gürol and Atsan, 2006; Caliendo, Fossen, and Kritikos, 2014).
CEOs’ perception of stakeholder salience could, therefore, drive different levels
of dedication toward various stakeholders (Mudrack, 2007; Agle, Mitchell and
Sonnenfeld, 1999). Moreover, corporate norms can be affected by CEO value
(Snell, 2000). By conveying his or her nature value to the entire management team
or individual employees, the CEO can influence employees’ perceptions of
stakeholder salience and easily implement environmental protection actions
(Darnall, Seol, and Sarkis, 2009). These paths make it likely for CEOs to pass on
their environmental preference to their firms’ operational decisions.
To empirically test the impact of CEOs’ preference for nature protection
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(hereafter, nature-loving preference) on the environmental protection actions of
firms, I first build a measure of nature-loving preference, which is exogenous to
firm features. The measure is based on social ecology findings: higher nature
interaction frequency before 11 years old will help build a human’s nature affinity
and lead to greater preference for nature protection. This paper employs CEO
childhood nature interaction as a proxy of CEO nature value. This measure offers
an opportunity for identifying CEOs’ nature-loving preference using large-scale
archival data. Additionally, the measure of CEO nature could help avoid the
reverse causality concern; since it is built during childhood, the nature value proxy
cannot be influenced by organizational features.
The greenspace area per capita in each CEO’s hometown during his/her
childhood (i.e., before the age of 11) is used to proxy for the CEO’s childhood
nature exposure/interactions. In Chinese settings, people generally grew up in a
place where they were born due to the hukou registration system before the mid1980s (Chan and Zhang, 1999; Cai, 2011). This enables the paper to identify the
CEOs’ hometowns by their birthplaces or native places (the parental grandfather’s
birthplaces). I collect city greenspace data from the China Urban Construction
Statistical Yearbook, the earliest public data for city-level greenspace area. I then
link the two databases to calculate the average greenspace area for the CEO’s
hometown as a proxy for the CEO’s childhood nature interaction.
To capture a firm’s global warming proactive action driven by CEOs’
preference for nature protection, I use the firm’s participation in the CDM project,
which stands for Clean Development Mechanism. This measure benefits from the
unique Chinese context of CDM project implementation. Briefly, under the Kyoto
Protocol, CDM project allows firms from developing countries (host firms) to
participate in. Through CDM projects, host firms could obtain the carbon
emissions reduction technique from foreign partners and contribute to global
3

warming prevention. Since China is not a greenhouse gas emission duty country
under the Kyoto Protocol, no mandatory requirement is imposed on firms in China.
Firms are free to choose to participate in this project. This context makes CDM
participation an ideal measure to proxy for a CEO’s proactive action to engage in
eco-friendly transformations1.
To capture the degree of CDM participation, I construct three dependent
variables at the CEO-year level. First, I create a dummy variable to capture
whether the CEO implements a new CDM project. I define the year and the next
6 years after a CDM project application in the CEO tenure as the implementing
year of a CDM project, given that the average duration of CDM projects is 7
years.2 Second, I build another variable to measure the extent to which a firm is
devoted to CDM. Specifically, I use the CDM number variable to count the
number of projects that are initiated by the CEO and implemented in a given year.
A potential concern with my dependent variable is that participation in CDM
can be decided both by the supply side and demand side. In other words, if the city
the firm located is already highly environmentally friendly, then the motivation
for the CEO to take part in the CDM project might be lower. I address this concern
by controlling for the firm’s city fixed effect in the main test. Moreover, adding
the firm’s city fixed effect can also rule out the possibility that other features of
the firm city, such as economic power or openness, drive the CDM project
application.
Another concern is the omitted variable problem that other features correlated
with the managerial characteristic might drive the effect on the dependent variable.
In this paper, it is possible that other hometown features that are correlated with
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Additional institutional background on CDM is presented in Section 3.2.1
Dinar, Larson, and Rahman (2013) show that 76% of approved CDM projects in China last 7
years, while during 2004-2009, 19% lasted 10 years.
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the CEO hometown’s greenspace variable could bias the result. I address this
problem in two ways. First, I add CEO hometown fixed effects to exclude the
hometown time-invariant effect. Second, I include hometown-level control, the
industrial area in the CEO’s hometown during childhood. This variable enables
me to control for time-variant hometown features.
The results show that CEOs’ nature-loving preference is positively related to
CDM project participation. This effect is robust after controlling for both firm city
fixed effects and CEO hometown city fixed effects. The results are robust to
numerous robustness checks, including expanding sample years, clustering
standard errors at the CEO level, and adding CEO birthyear fixed effects.
To assess the validity and reliability of the explanatory variable, CEO natureloving. I regress the pro-environmental investment and environmental CSR on
CEO nature-loving. The results illuminate a significantly positive correlation
between the nature-loving preference and the corporate environmental
contribution.
To test whether CEOs causally imprint their personal preferences on the
environmental protection decisions of the firms they manage, I first use
econometric solutions. Specifically, I conduct three additional analyses to alleviate
potential selection bias. First, I control for firm fixed effects to rule out the
alternative interpretation that the CEO with a strong nature-loving preference is
likely to be hired by a firm with a similar attitude toward nature protection. Firm
fixed effects eliminate any time-invariant, i.e., firm-specific, omitted variables that
might be correlated with a certain CEO style. Second, I show that the results are
robust when taking the lead of the dependent variable by one year. This allows me
to estimate how CEO nature preference affects the firm’s CDM participation next
year. Third, as Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh (2012) suggested, the selection effects
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will be most substantial in the first year of tenure3. I remove the first year of each
CEO’s tenure from the sample and re-run the regression.
I find the result is still robust under the firm fixed effect, with leaded
dependent variables, or without the first year of each CEO’s tenure. Overall, the
results support the conjecture that CEOs with a higher nature-loving preference
will be more likely to lead firms’ participation in the environmental protective
project, CDM.
Moreover, if CEOs imprint their personal preferences on the environmental
protection of the firms they manage, corporate governance structures may play an
important role. This conjecture is supported by my finding that the effect of CEO
nature preference on CDM participation is stronger for firms with weaker
corporate governance. Specifically, the CEO’s imprinting effect is positively
significant in subsamples with less independent directors, less institutional holding,
larger board, and higher CEO salary gap, respectively, but the effect mutes in
subsamples with strong corporate governance.
Even though compelling evidence support that CEOs causally imprint their
nature-loving preference on firm decisions, I still cannot rule out the endogenous
matching between CEOs and firms (Fee, Hadlock, and Pierce, 2013). Firms for
which environmental protection is optimal are more efficient to match with natureloving CEOs. My evidence support CEO-firm matching by the findings that firms
systematically replace a CEO with one with a similar nature-loving preference and
that nature-loving CEOs are more likely to appear in firms with more green
investment in the previous year and firms located in greener cities.
This paper contributes to the large volume of studies that investigate the role
3

Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh (2012) demonstrate that if the outcome of interest varies over time
and the CEO characteristic is stable, then the selection effects will be strongest when the CEO is
recruited by a given firm for the first time.
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of CEO characteristics in shaping various aspects of corporate decisions. Different
from the prior literature focused on how CEOs’ risk preference or time preference
shapes firm financial decisions, this paper focuses on CEOs’ preference for nature
protection. By combining the lasted research findings in social ecology, this paper
introduces a new measure of CEOs’ preference for nature protection into
accounting research. Compared to prior studies, based mainly on surveys or
experiments to capture CEO social preference, this measure enables the study of
large archival data. Additionally, the measure of CEO nature value, childhood
nature interaction, is exogenous to firm features and can help eliminate the reverse
causality concern when drawing a causal inference.
This study also contributes to the increasing number of studies on climate
change in the finance and financial accounting literature (Engle, Giglio, Kelly, Lee,
and Stroebel, 2020; Barnett, Brock, and Hansen, 2020; Krueger, Sautner, and
Starks, 2020). A successful economic transition to sustainable low-carbon and
climate-resilient economies needs effort from both governments, corporations, and
households, according to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC). Therefore, it is essential to understand the determinants of
firm global warming mitigation. As stressed by the editorial of RFS (Hong,
Karolyi, and Scheinkman, 2020), “beliefs play a crucial role in financing new
technologies for climate mitigation.” This paper provides new evidence showing
that the nature belief of key insiders of corporations, CEOs, exerts a significant
effect on firm climate mitigation.
The practical implications of the results are twofold. First, the results imply
a potential new strategy for policymakers to induce global warming mitigation by
adjusting the greenspace in urban and increasing residents’ nature appreciation.
On the other hand, for investors who care about climate risk, this paper offers new
insight for investors to sort firms by illuminating the positive correlation between
7

CEO nature preference and proactive global warming mitigation of firms.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the prior literature to support my measures and develops the
hypotheses. Section 3 presents the variable construction and sample selection.
Section 4 presents the research design, followed by empirical results in Section 5.
The conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Hypothesis Development
2.1 Preference for Environmental Protection
Engagement in natural activities during childhood has been found to alter the
affinity for nature, which is termed biophilia in the biology and ecology literature,4
as well as the preference for the protection and preservation of the environment in
adulthood (Fischerlehner, 1993; Bixler and Floyd, 2002).
Both theory and empirical studies have supported the inference that the
affinity for nature is greatly enhanced by direct, recurrent, and ongoing contact
with relatively familiar natural settings and processes (Kellert, 2002; Wells and
Lekies, 2006; Bixler and Floyd, 2002). In particular, the period when nature
interaction plays the most significant role in forming people’s natural preferences
is during their middle childhood (Kellert, 2002). Children at this stage emerge
more cognizant of the autonomous rights of other life and begin to develop feelings
of responsibility for the care and considerate treatment of nature. It is a time of
greatly expanded curiosity and capacity for absorbing knowledge and appreciating

This word is defined by Edward O. Wilson and means “the rich, natural pleasure that comes
from being surrounded by living organisms.” The biophilia hypothesis has been introduced and
popularized by biologists and environmental theorist Edward O. Wilson in his
book, Biophilia (1984).
4
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the natural world through direct interaction with nature (Kellert, 2002). 5
Spontaneous play or activities in a natural setting (e.g., a forest, meadow, creek,
or neighborhood park) could rapidly stimulate the development of the humanistic,
symbolic, esthetic, and knowledge value of nature. Keller’s theory has been
supported by a great number of empirical studies. For example, Bixler and Floyd
(2002) conducted a survey to investigate how often people participated in naturerelated activities before the age of 11 and what the attitudes of people are toward
three nature affinity statements. 6 Their results imply that the more nature
interaction a person has in childhood, the more affinity for nature they will have
in adulthood. Moreover, Ewert, Place, and Sibthorp (2005) found that early-life
outdoor appreciative experiences were positively related to eco-centric belief,
which is an attitude to protect the environment for the intrinsic value of nature
rather than for the economic or lifestyle needs of humankind.7
Moreover, it has been found that childhood affinity for nature (i.e., biophilia),
as a nature value, is positively related to the tendency toward environmental
protection in terms of environmental votes, recycling activities, and outdoor
activities in adulthood (Bixler and Floyd, 2002). To understand how the affinity
for nature leads to a preference for environmental protection, Kals, Schumacher,
and Montada (1999) explored two biophilia emotions: indignation about
insufficient nature protection and interest in nature. These two biophilia emotions
are both positively associated with the willingness to protect nature. Jensen and
Olsen (2019) study the direct link between childhood nature interaction and
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Kellert (2002) defines three types of nature experience, direct experience, indirect experience,
and vicarious experiences. Indirect interaction refers to formally organized nature experience, for
example, the organized spring tour. Vicarious interaction refers to a more virtual understanding
of nature, such as learning nature from storybooks.
6
These three affinity statements are as follows: “You consider trees to be important to your
quality of life,” “Natural areas that are untouched by humans should exist,” and “Humans have a
responsibility to protect nature and the environment.”
7
In their study, eco-centric refers to an attitude of protecting the environment because of its
intrinsic value, regardless of the economic and/or lifestyle needs of humankind.
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adulthood preference for nature protection. They constructed an experiment in
which subjects should choose one from multiple policies for surface water quality
improvements. They find that on average, respondents who participated in naturerelated activities at least once a week prior to age 11 have a larger possibility of
choosing more intensified water quality improvement projects.
In sum, the extant environmental science research establishes a solid link
between childhood nature interaction and the preference for nature protection in
adulthood (Jensen and Olsen 2019; Wells and Lekies, 2006). In the spirit of these
strands of the literature, it is plausible to develop a measure of individual-level
preference for nature protection by calculating the extent to which a person
interacts with nature in childhood.

2.2 CEO Preference for Nature Protection and Firm
Behavior
The debate concerning the CEO’s influence on firm decisions has been
arising for some time in management accounting research. After Bertrand and
Schoar’s (2003) seminal paper, the manager matter view has been broadly
accepted. The perception transmits from the neoclassical view that CEOs are
homogenous, selfless, and maximizers of firm value to the prevalent view that
CEOs can impose their style and exert influence on firm financial decisions based
on their characteristics. Different traits of CEOs have been found to let them form
different utility functions and lead to different optimal behaviors. Extending the
management research that has been limited to the experimental method or
documented case studies, researchers in finance and accounting use large archival
databases and provide a great amount of empirical evidence on interpreting how
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CEO ability, personality, and experience affect firm financial behavior.8 Most of
these studies focus on a key question: How does the manager’s effect influence
the maximization of shareholder benefits? However, the effect of managers’
natural preference on the actions taken by firms toward nature protection,
especially global warming mitigation, is still a black box.
Based on the latest ecological findings discussed above, it has been found
that the affinity for nature leads to a higher environmental protection preference.
However, an unresolved question is whether the CEO’s preference for nature
protection can change the firm’s devotion to the natural environment. It is possible
that the CEO’s preference for nature protection could merely transfer into the
firm’s environmental performance if the CEO does not take “the value at church
as the value at the firm” (Jackall 1988: 6). The natural environment, as a broad and
indirect stakeholder, exerts much less influence on firm operation than do the other
direct stakeholders, such as customers, employees, and partners in the supply chain.
Moreover, several studies elucidate that taking social responsibility in term of
environmental protecting do harm to shareholder value (Chen, Hung, and Wang,
2018; Di Giuli and Kostovetsky, 2014; Manchiraju and Rajgopal, 2017). To align
with the interest of shareholders, CEOs may not act in line with their personal
preference for nature protection when making corporate decisions but behave like
a person with an affinity for nature off the job. In this case, the CEO’s childhood
nature interaction will not incur more environmental protection activities of the
firm.
The extant management literature, however, has exhibited possible paths
through which the CEO’s nature belief can exert an enormous influence on firm
behavior. First, based on social cognition theory, the way people understand

8

See, for example, Malmendier and Tate (2005); Jia (2013); Jia, Y., L. van Lent, and Y. Zeng.
2014. Bernile, G., Bhagwat, V. and Rau, P.R., 2017.
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themselves and others could explain how human cognitive processes (e.g.,
attention, person memory, and social inference) affect outcomes of interest
(Crocker, Fiske, and Taylor, 1984). Therefore, individual factors, such as CEO
perception, could be linked to different levels of dedication to global warming
mitigation. Moreover, compared to others’ beliefs, the CEO’s belief is more likely
to be translated into actions. Many researchers find the internal locus of control
(LOC) to be stronger in entrepreneurial populations than in other populations
(Gürol and Atsan, 2006; Caliendo, Fossen, and Kritikos, 2014). A person with an
internal LOC conceptualizes that his/her own decisions control his/her life, while
a person with an external LOC believes that the actual controlling factors are
chance, fate, or environmental features that he/she cannot influence. Therefore, it
is very likely for CEO value to enhance the CEO’s perception of the salience of
global warming and impact firm behavior (Mudrack, 2007). Accordingly, Agle,
Mitchell, and Sonnenfeld (2017), by studying the CEO’s self- versus otherregarding values, documents that the CEO’s other-regarding values positively
relate to the CEO’s perception of stakeholder power, legitimacy, and urgency.
Second, CEO value is regarded as a key factor in building corporate norms
(Snell, 2000). As Jackall (1988: 6) portrayed the firm value in three large
American companies in the early 1980s, “What is right in the corporation is not
what is right in a man’s home…it is what the guy above you wants from you.
That’s what morality is in the corporation.” The top manager could subtly convey,
even impose, his or her nature value to the entire management team or individual
employees and influence their perception of stakeholder salience. In turn, this
would aid the CEO in further implementing firm environmental protection actions
in a smoother way (Darnall, Seol, and Sarkis, 2009).
Therefore, the CEO’s environmental protection preference, as a CEO’s
nature value, could have a positive impact on firm environmental protection
12

actions. Based on the above discussion, I propose the first hypothesis as follows:
H1: The CEO’s preference for environmental protection positively affects
firm environmental protection actions.

3. Variable Construction and Sample
3.1 Independent Variables
3.1.1 Variable Definitions
Based on social ecology research discussed in section 2.2, this paper defines
the nature-loving preference as a preference to protect the environment for the
intrinsic value of nature rather than for the economic or lifestyle needs of
humankind. This paper develops a measure of individual-level nature-loving
preference by calculating the extent to which a person interacts with nature in
childhood. Home to the majority of humanity, urban greenspace areas are the key
for people to engage with nature. It enables this paper to build a proxy of nature
interactions with the average greenspace areas in CEOs’ hometowns before age
11 9 . The definition of the term “greenspace” is the publicly accessible open
greenspace with some vegetation cover (e.g. parks, woodlands, and greenways),
following the definition in the China Urban Construction Statistical Yearbook
(CUCSY). As this is a new measure of CEO nature preference, the possible
functional form between exposure to greenspace and nature-loving preference will
be discussed in section 5.5.
Some studies find work-related nature interaction of children living in a rural
area has an insignificant influence on their nature protection preference (Collado,
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A more detailed discussion of the cutoff choice is presented in Section 3.1.
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Corraliza, Staats, and Ruiz, 2015). However, it is still plausible to use the city
greenspace area in this setting, as CEOs are less likely to grow up in a family
making a living by hunting or farming10.
This paper defines the contextual time dimension of childhood experiences
as being before age 11. This choice is based on the reliable link between the
preference for nature protection and nature interaction before 11 years of age in
both the theory of nature value development (Kals, Schumacher, and Montada,
1999; Wells and Lekies, 2006) and empirical studies.11
As discussed in Section 2.1, the frequency with which a person can interact
with nature in childhood offers an exogenous measure for adulthood preference
for nature protection. Therefore, I measure CEOs’ preference for nature protection,
CEO childhood greenspace, as the average greenspace area in a CEO’s hometown
during his or her childhood from one to eleven years of age, scaled by the
hometown population.
However, as this is a new measure of CEO nature preference, prior literature
does not offer clear guidelines on the functional form between greenspace area
and nature preference. In the main test, I assume the relationship is linear. In an
additional test, I further divided the childhood hometown greenspace area into
quartiles and vigintiles (twenty equal parts) to test a possible non-linear
relationship between greenspace area and nature-loving preference and discuss the
potential effect of the non-linear relationship on my main result.
It should be pointed out that as the city-level greenspace data are available
only after 1978. In the sample, CEOs who reached 11 years of age before 1978 do
not have greenspace information in their hometown (338 out of 421 observations).
10

For any CEOs growing up by working in rural places, it will only attenuate my results.
For people who form this preference later than 11 years of age, this cutoff choice will only
weaken the results.
11
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One alternative is to set the earliest value of greenspace area available (i.e., the
value of greenspace area in 1978) as those CEOs’ hometown greenspace before
age 1112. Specifically, for CEOs who were born earlier than 1978 but reached 11
years old after 1978, I calculate the average greenspace area in the CEO’s
hometown from 1978 to the year of his or her 11th birthday as his/her childhood
greenspace area. For CEOs reaching 11 years of age before 1978, I use the 1978
hometown greenspace area as their childhood greenspace area. This procedure is
reasonable, as the number of greenspace areas in the early years is relatively stable.
Figure 1 shows the trend of greenspace area at the country level over the years. In
Figure 2, I display the trend of greenspace area in the top 9 CEO hometown cities
in my sample. In the robustness test, I remove CEOs who turned 11 years of age
before 1978 and re-run the regressions.
Insert Figure 1 here.
Insert Figure 2 here.
3.1.2 Data
To build these measures, I hand-collect city-level greenspace data from the
China Urban Construction Statistical Yearbook (CUCSY, hereafter), compiled by
the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic
of China (MOHURD), for the year between 1978 and 2017.13 CUCSY provides
12

This process brings about potential limitations. The nature value I measure here could be due
to nature interaction in an early year (for example, before 25) but not necessarily in middle
childhoods. However, it is confirmed that the concept I captured by greenspace area in early
years is still an instrument of nature values, as theory and several empirical studies also offer
support for adolescence nature interaction and preference for nature protection.
13
I obtain data from CUCSY in two ways. From 1978 to 2001, as there was no digital version of
CUCSY, I scanned the printed book of CUCSY into Portable Document Format (PDF). To
transform the content from PDF into Excel, I employed an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
tool, i.e., ABBYY, to recognize PDF files page by page, and then hand-corrected all the errors
occurring in recognition process. As of 2002, the Excel format of CUCSY was available from the
website of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MOHURD) of China (see
link: http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/xytj/tjzljsxytjgb/jstjnj/). I downloaded the digital CUCSY of
2002 to 2017 on MOHURD webpage and combine them with the transformed data of CUCSY
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rich data on city fundamentals, including greenspace areas, construction land areas,
and populations.
As many changes in cities occurred throughout China’s economic reform, I
am cautious with the following issues.
First, the statistical caliber of the greenspace area was not unified prior to
1986. In China, the greenspace areas under control by the local bureau of Housing
and Urban-Rural Development is termed as greenspace in the system. The rest,
i.e., greenspace out of the system, is managed by other entities. I use the value of
total greenspace area (greenspace in the system + greenspace out of the system)
as a base to develop the measures proxying for CEOs’ preference for nature
protection.
CUCSY stated that, before 1986, most cities reported the area of greenspace
in the system, while a few cities disclosed the area of total greenspace. However,
it did not provide any information on how to classify cities into the two
aforementioned categories. On average, from 1986 to 2017, the proportion of
greenspace area out of the system over total greenspace area was 0.38 in 1986.
Therefore, it is important to adjust the greenspace area reported before 1986 to
total greenspace area. In the main regression, I calculate the estimated value of
total greenspace area before 1986 by multiplying the value of greenspace area
before 1986 and the ratio of greenspace area in system to total greenspace area
in 1986 for each city.
Second, the city limits varied in the early years. The first case is the
establishment of new cites. As of 1978, China started to encourage eligible
counties to apply to become cities. This policy attracted approximately 200
counties that broken away from their original cities and became cities until 1997,
when the central government froze the examination and approval of this

from 1978 to 2001, which form my original CUCSY dataset.
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application, marking the end of the surge in the number of cities.14
The second case is the city-county merger, which started in 1983. During the
city-county merger, three provinces in China forced several cities to annex several
surrounding counties that were used to affiliate them with a region.15 The policy
ended up being lifted in 1998 when it was considered that it increased the
contradiction between the city and the county and suppressed the development of
the county. Figure 3 presents the time trend in the number of cities from 1978 to
2017. To make sure the values of greenspace area are comparable across cities and
over the years, I scale the city-level greenspace variable with the city population
in the main test.
Insert Figure 3 here.
For CEO hometown data, I retrieve them from CNRDS, which is a Chinese
database similar to WRDS. CNRDS sorted out the information of the CEO’s native
place (parental grandfather’s birthplace) and/or birthplace from firm annual
reports. To capture the city where the CEO lived before age 11, this paper uses the
birthplace of the CEO as his or her hometown and replaces it with the native place
of the CEO if birthplace information is missing. This adjustment is plausible
because the birthplace where a person grew up before 18 years of age is nearly
identical to the native place, especially in early China. Before the mid-1980s,
population migration was highly restricted due to the hukou registration system
(i.e., household registration system); thus, people were more likely to grow up
where they were born and live with their older families (Chan and Zhang, 1999;
Cai, 2011).
Although approximately two-thirds of the observations are missing
14

Becoming a city means that not only the local county could obtain more projects, funds and
policy preferences from superordinate government but the local government could also reach a
higher hierarchy, which brings bureaucrats more power and higher probability of promotion.
15
A region usually contains a city and several counties.
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information on the CEO’s birthplace or native place, no significant difference has
been found between firms with and without CEO hometown information in terms
of firm fundamentals (e.g., firm size, firm age, CEO age, profitability, etc.).16 My
final sample contains all firms with CEOs’ hometown information on birthplace
or native place.17

3.2 Dependent Variables
This paper focuses on the direct effect of CEO childhood preference for
nature on firm nature protection behavior. I employ a novel setting in which firms
voluntarily take pro-environmental actions to measure CEOs’ proactive
environmental

protection

behavior.

Precisely,

I measure

CEOs’

pro-

environmental behavior by checking whether and how deeply the firm participates
in a Clean Development Mechanism (CDM, hereafter) project, in which they could
receive support from developed countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
engage in global warming prevention.
3.2.1 A Briefing of the CDM Project
CDM is one of the three market-based mechanisms introduced by the Kyoto
Protocol (United Nations, 1998).18 According to the CDM website, CDM was
designed for two purposes: helping developed countries fulfill their commitments
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In the original CEO hometown data from CNRDS, there are 11723 out of 31603 observations
that have the value of a CEO’s birthplace or hometown, while the rest have neither.
17
Note that almost half of the CEO hometown information is recorded at the city level (11723
observations), while the rest only specifies the CEO hometown at the province level (9289
observations). For additional tests, I also keep firm with CEO’s province level hometown
information and match CEO hometown data with the greenspace data at corresponding level.
18
The other two mechanisms are emissions trading and joint implementation. The former allows
countries to trade emission units with one another, while the latter emphases that a developed
country belonging to Annex B Party could earn emission units from investing emission-reduction
project in other Annex B Party countries. To see more details, please refer to the Article 6,
Article 12, and Article 17 in the Kyoto Protocol to The United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (United Nations, 1998). Available online:
https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/kpeng.pdf
18

to reduce emissions and assisting developing countries in achieving sustainable
development.19 On May 29, 1998, China ratified the Kyoto Protocol. Since the
implementation of the Kyoto Protocol in 2005, firms in developing countries (host
firms hereafter) could apply for CDM projects. The project should first be
submitted to and approved by the designated national authorities of the developing
country (host country hereafter). Then, the project will be checked by the CDM
executive board and registered on the website of The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), which is known as CDM registration.20
Until 2017, all registered CDM projects around the world achieved an approved
greenhouse gas emission reduction of 1.873 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent. Among them, the emission reduction of CDM projects in China was
1.043 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, which accounted for 55.69% of
the global total.
Host firms could benefit from CDM projects through greenhouse gas
emission reduction. Specifically, for every one tonne of CO2 emission reduction,
the firm can earn a saleable certified emission reduction (CER hereafter). By
transferring CERs to firms from developed countries (foreign partners hereafter),
the host firm could exchange for technology transfer and support from foreign
partners. 21 This support would facilitate firms in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, thus cost-effectively improving global sustainable development. In
return, foreign partners could trade CERs on the international emissions trading
19

https://cdm.unfccc.int/about/dev_ben/index.html
The cycle of a successful CDM project includes 7 steps: project design (handled by project
participant), national approval (handled by designated national authority), validation (handled by
designated operational entity), registration (handled by executive board), monitoring (handled by
project participant), verification (handled by designated operational entity), and CER issuance
(handled by executive board).
21
When setting the contract, the host firm and foreign partner will detail the expected
contribution from the foreign partner and set the way in which to allocate the CER between the
two parties when the project is finished. Therefore, it is possible for the host firm to keep some
CERs to themselves and earn from CER sales. In China, the revenue from selling CERs to
developed countries shall be allocated between the government and project participants. The
allocation ratio varies in terms of the types of projects.
20
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market built under the Kyoto Protocol and sell CERs on the market to compensate
for the input of helping the host firm. Developed countries, as the primary buyer,
could purchase CER credits to help themselves meet the emission target laid out
in the Kyoto Protocol.22
Although CDM projects bring potential benefits for both sides of participants,
there are still risks and costs amid the application and implementation of a CDM
project. First, applicant firms undertake sunk costs at the application stage. Firms
from developing countries have to pay for the CDM project’s design and
registration fee of at least 100 thousand dollars, irrespective of the success of a
CDM project. 23 Second, a CDM project could fail, even though it has been
registered. For instance, an ex-ante unreasonable project design could lead to
failure. A key feature of Chinese CDM projects is that their duration, on average,
is slightly more than several years. In summary, CDM projects are a risky longterm investment for the host firm.
3.2.2 Variable Definitions
To capture whether and how deeply the firm participates in CDM projects, in
the main regression, I use two measures for the dependent variable (CDM
participation) at the CEO-year level: CDM dummy and CDM number. The CDM
dummy is an indicator that equals one if a listed firm or its subsidiaries implement
at least one CDM project initiated by the CEO in a given year. CDM number is a
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There are three models for developing a CDM project: unilateral, bilateral, and multilateral.
Unlike the other models consisting of a foreign partner in the project, the unilateral model refers
to that in which developing countries independently implement a CDM project without the
assistance of developed countries and thus sell CERs on the market to compensate for the input
of investing in CDM projects. It is possible that firms that apply for CDM projects in unilateral
model are more likely to be driven by monetary incentive. However, there are very few CDM
projects related to the unilateral model (97 out of 5074 approved CDM projects; 19 out of 3807
registered CDM projects) in my sample. I keep these projects in the main regression and provide
a robustness test without these observations.
23
http://lhsr.sh.gov.cn/sites/lhsr-m/ViewCon.ashx?ctgid=3a222e8f-e1e5-4737-869741de8c789e31&infid=e753c060-77e4-447f-aae0-1f3d006e42e4
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continuous variable that represents the number of CDM projects initiated by the
CEO and implemented by a listed firm or its subsidiaries in a given year.
Specifically, I define the year and the next 6 years after a CDM project application
in the CEO tenure as the implementing year of a CDM project, given that the
average duration of CDM projects is 7 years.24
The reason is twofold. First, it is better to measure CDM participation by
CDM projects that a firm successfully registered in NCCCF instead of CDM
projects for which a firm applied given that some firms might herd other applicant
firms or be pure money-oriented ones. A simple application for a CDM project
might not entirely reflect the CEO’s preference for nature protection. Additionally,
whether a CDM project could go through the approval process and then get
registered manifests the efforts and determinations that a firm puts into the project
application.
Considering that CDM projects can only take place in fifteen sectoral scopes,
I match the industry code for firms and their subsidiaries within these fifteen
sectors to sort out the firms that have the potential conditions to participate in
CDM projects. 25 The directory of fifteen sectors is also validated by China’s
requirements in Measures for CDM Project Operation Management jointly issued
by several of China’s central ministries in 2005.26 I only keep the sample in which
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Dinar, Larson, and Rahman (2013) show that 76% of approved CDM projects in China last 7
years.
25
CDM project website states the fifteen sectoral scopes in which CDM projects can enter. They
are energy industries (renewable/nonrenewable sources), energy distribution, energy demand,
manufacturing industries, chemical industries, construction, transport, mining/mineral
production, metal production, fugitive emissions from fuels (solid, oil and gas), fugitive
emissions from production and consumption of halocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride, solvent use,
waste handling and disposal, afforestation and reforestation, and agriculture. Source:
https://cdm.unfccc.int/DOE/scopes.html
26
According to Measures for CDM Project Operation Management, CDM projects are mainly
dedicated to improving energy efficiency, developing and utilizing new and renewable energy, and
recycling methane and coalbed methane. To increase the accuracy of matching, I also validate the
matching results using a governmental document from 2013, which pointed out several industry and
fields that firms were allowed to voluntarily join in the greenhouse gas emission reduction program
initiated in 2011. The matching results are unchanged. This document is available online:
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a firm or its subsidiaries belong to any of the industries that have the opportunity
to participate in a CDM project.
Given the primary goal of this paper, CDM participation is a proper measure
of firm environmental protection behaviors for several reasons. First, CDM
participation is more likely to be real action and can be easily verified compared
to other traditional measures, e.g., environment-related CSR disclosure. As
discussed above, participating in a CDM project will cost a firm’s inputs worth at
least 100 thousand dollars in the early stage, and all these inputs are always paid
by the applicant firm per se, regardless of whether the project is successfully
carried out. Moreover, a CDM project will be validated by a private third-party
certifier and vetted by the secretariat and CDM executive board before being
officially registered. In contrast, environment-related CSR disclosure in China is
deficient, vague, and non-verifiable.
On the one hand, CSR reports are not mandated for all listed firms; e.g.,
nearly 20% of publicly traded firms in the Chinese A-share market were required
to issue CSR reports in 2008 (Chen, Hung, and Wang, 2018). On the other hand,
CSR reports do not even need to be audited or assured. 27 Due to a poor legal
system where investor protection is weak (Allen, Qian, and Qian, 2005), there is
no strong evidence to say that firms who misreported their CSR would incur strict
enforcement on firms and people in charge. 28 When there are few costs of
misreporting CSR information, it is easier for managers to lead investors to value
their firm close to managers’ objectives, which renders the CSR reports less
http://www.ccchina.org.cn/archiver/cdmcn/UpFile/Files/Default/20130617144234791638.pdf
According to Chen, Hung, and Wang (2018), only 2% of mandated CSR reports were assured
from 2006 to 2011 in their sample.
28
One typical case is that Zhenhua Heavy Industries Company (ZPMC), a Chinese state-owned
firm, was frequently criticized by the masses because it caused severe pollution as of 2016, while its
CRS report had been emphasizing that it took the responsibility of building a green China. In 2019,
ZPMC was criticized by the Central Environmental Protection Inspectorate but without any material
enforcement afterward. Source: http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2019-08/12/content_5420569.htm &
http://www.infzm.com/contents/157787
27
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informative and difficult to verify (Beyer, Cohen, Lys, and Walther, 2010).
Second, CDM participation is more credible as an intrinsic firm action. When
submitting a CDM project to the CDM executive board, the designated national
authority of the developing country is required to claim that this CDM project
participation is voluntary. CDM project participation is less likely to be
determined by external stakeholder pressure, e.g., the government, relative to CSR
disclosure. The Chinese government has limited incentives to force firms to join
CDM, as China is not a greenhouse gas emission duty country under the Kyoto
Protocol.
Therefore, CDM participation is an ideal measure to proxy for a CEO’s
proactive action to engage in eco-friendly transformations.

3.3 Sample
I collect the data for this study from four sources. I obtain CEO hometown
data from CNRDS, CDM project information data from the CDM Project
Database, city-level data from CUCSY, and firm fundamental data from China
Stock Market & Accounting Research (CSMAR) and CNRDS.29 Table 1 reports
the sample selection procedure.
The initial sample consists of a panel of all Chinese A-share listed firms from
2006 to 2011. The reason that I use this time period is that after 2011 China
established the first regulation on firm carbon emissions30, which makes the setting

29

CDM Project Database records all the detailed CDM project information across different
stages. It is a public database on the Clean Development Mechanism on China website, which is
operated by the China’s Climate Change Department of the National Development and Reform
Commission.
30 In 2010, the Ministry of Finance released a special report on "China's Carbon Tax
Framework Design", which pointed out that the carbon tax was expected to be levied in 20122013. In October 2011, the National Development and Reform Commission issued a document
agreeing to conduct carbon dioxide emissions trading pilot work.
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noisy. Considering that participating in CDM could benefit firms by reducing the
political cost after this regulation, I only keep the time period before 2011. As
reported in Table 1, I eliminate observations that miss the values of CEOs’
hometown and firms located city, which leads to a large decline in the number of
observations. I remove the industries that are not covered by the CDM scope. I
drop firm-year observations with negative or zero values of equity. I also drop
observations with missing values in the regressions and the singletons when
running the fixed-effects model.
My final sample consists of 1397 firm-year observations with 377 firms and
421 CEOs from 152 hometown cities between 2006 and 2011.31
Insert Table 1 here.

3.4 Summary Statistics
In this section, overall and some specific descriptive statistics were
performed on the sample. Table 2 shows the information on the top 20 hometown
cities at the firm-CEO level and the top 20 company cities at the firm-level.
Undoubtedly, Beijing and Shanghai occupy the top 2 positions in both rankings,
accounting for 11.63 percent and 15.68 percent of the total CEO hometown
observations and firm city observations, respectively, as they have been the
political and economic centers of China in that past few decades. Twelve cities
(city names shown in bold) overlap in the two rankings. In the regression sample,
the number of unique hometown cities is 152, and that of the unique firm cities is
137. The sample in this paper covers a wide range of both hometown cities and
firm cities.

31

My sample does not include CEOs with hometowns outside Mainland China due to a lack of
corresponded greenspace information.
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Insert Table 2 here.
Table 3 illustrates the firm-level CEO turnover and CDM participation.
About 10 percent of the sample firms (i.e., 41 out of 377 firms) have experienced
at least one CEO turnover, of which only five firms have participated in the CDM
project(s). The limited number of CEO turnover cases also questioned the
reliability of the results with firm fixed effects due to the small number of
observations used for analyses. Results with firm fixed effects are reported in
section 5.2, but the implication of the results should be interpreted carefully.
Insert Table 3 here.
Table 4 presents the summary statistics of the sample at the firm-year level.
It was found that the CDM participation rate was relatively low: 10.1% of firmyear observations pertain to CDM participation. Among the participation cases,
the maximum number of CDM projects involved was 3, after being winsorized at
1st and 99th level. The key variable of interest, CEO nature-loving, varied from
0.935 to 66.287 hectares per capita with a mean value of 14.012 hectares per capita.
The average greenspace area accounted for 1.17% (14.012/ 1,194.156) of the
average total area during CEO childhood, which was larger than the proportion of
the Childhood industry area (0.99%). Similar to the hometown cities and firm
cities distribution shown in Table 3, the home bias of workplace choice (Work in
hometown) appeared in the sample, with a probability of 40%.
Insert Table 4 here.
Table 5 shows the comparative statistics for two CDM-related dependent
variables across two sub-samples: High CEO nature loving versus low CEO
nature loving. The criterion of partitioning sample is based on the median of CEO
nature loving at the CEO level. Thus, the number of firm-year observations above
and below median is not equal. Compared with the low CEO nature loving sample,
25

in the high CEO nature loving sample, the mean values of the two dependent
variables were all lower, which were significant at 1% level. It suggests that CEOs
with high nature preference are more likely to participate in CDM projects and
participate in more CDM projects. Although Table 5 supports the H1, there is a
concern that these correlations may be driven by firm-level or CEO-level
characteristics. Therefore, the multivariate regressions are conducted in the next
section, which controlled for a series of covariates and a set of fixed effects in
specifications.
Insert Table 5 here.

4. Research Design
The baseline regression for testing H1 is as follows:
CDM = α + β CEO nature loving + Σγi(Controlsi) + ε.

(1)

CDM refers to an index of dependent variables, which is composed of CDM
dummy and log (CDM number). The definition of CEO nature loving is as
described above.
Based on the previous literature, a battery of control variables was added.
Firstly, the CEO characteristics were controlled, including CEO age and CEO
gender. In the second place, the firm fundamentals were controlled, including
log(Firm age), Lev (leverage), log(Assets), SOE (state-owned enterprise), and
ROA (return on assets).
To alleviate the concern that potential hometown features correlated with
CEO hometown’s greenspace area might drive the results, two approaches were
adopted. The CEO hometown fixed effects were initially added to eliminate the
hometown time-invariant effect. Moreover, one additional hometown-level
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control was added, that is, the Childhood industry area, which equals to the
average industry area (hectares per capita) in the CEOs’ hometown during
childhood (before 11 years old). This variable controlled the effect of time-variant
living standards in the CEOs’ hometowns in their childhood.
Besides, since CDM participation may be determined by both the supply side
(CEO nature loving) and the demand side (firm located city environment), the
influence of the demand side on CDM participation can be controlled by adding
the firm city fixed effects.
In addition, a set of fixed effects were included: industry fixed effects and
year fixed effects.
In the most stringent specification, the firm fixed effects were also controlled,
which accounted for the unobserved time-invariant firm-level characteristics.
Standard errors were clustered at the firm level to account for the within-firm
correlations.32 All detailed variable definitions are presented in Appendix.
Equation (1) was estimated using OLS approach for the three dependent
variables. Particularly, when CDM dummy, a binary variable, serves as the lefthand-side variable, the estimated model is linear probability model.33
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In the robustness check, following Jia, Van Lent, and Zeng (2014) and He, Yin, Zeng, Zhang,
and Zhao (2019), I also cluster standard errors at the CEO level. The results still remain.
33
I opt to linear probability model rather than nonlinear limited dependent variable model for
two main reasons. First, linear probability model accommodates high dimensional fixed effects,
while the probit or logit model will lose observations when using multiple fixed effects (Bhagwat
and Liu, 2019; Wang and Wu, 2020). Second, linear probability model does not introduce
potential bias or inconsistency on the coefficients and standard errors. In contrast, a nonlinear
model, like a probit or logit model, would incur bias when group sizes are small (Greene, 2004).
Due to the limited data and large numbers of hometown cities and firm cities, the small-scale
group sizes are relatively common in my sample, which is suited to a linear probability model.
The use of a linear probability model in a limited dependent variable situation is supported by
Angrist and Pischke (2009), and is employed by many studies (Shi, 2003; Hanlon and Hoopes,
2014; Fisman, Shi, Wang, and Xu, 2018; Bhagwat and Liu, 2019; Wang and Wu, 2020; Fisman,
Shi, Wang, and Wu, 2020). Only controlling two types of fixed effects (industry fixed effects and
year fixed effects), I re-run the Equation (1) using a logit or probit model when dependent
variable is binary variable, CDM dummy, and using a Poisson model when dependent variable is
the count variable, CDM number. The results remain and are untabulted to conserve space.
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As discussed before, H1 predicts that the coefficient β is positive.

5. Empirical Results
5.1 Baseline Results
In this section, the effects of CEO nature loving on firm’s global warming
protection were examined, especially the CDM project participation. The results
of Equation (1) are shown in Table 6. Panel A and B respectively presented the
coefficient estimates of the regression models with CDM dummy and log (CDM
number) as the dependent variable. Across two panels in Table 6, column (1)
represents the regression, which includes industry fixed effects. Year fixed effects
are included in column (2), and the adjusted R-squared increases by 0.015. In
column (3), the firm city fixed effects and hometown city fixed effects are further
added.
In Panel A, I test the effect of CEO nature loving on firm CDM
implementation. The estimated coefficients of CEO nature loving were positive in
all 3 columns. After controlling all the necessary fixed effects, the coefficient of
CEO nature loving in column (3) is 2.039 (significant at the 5 percent level). It
indicates that ceteris paribus, one standard deviation increased in CEO childhood
greenspace area could lead to roughly 35 percentage points (2.039 ×0.172)
increase in the probability that a firm succeeded in participating in at least one
CDM project.
After estimating the effect of CEO nature loving on whether a firm
participates in CDM, I further test its impact on how deeply a firm participates in
CDM. In Panel B, I regress log(CDM number) on the CEO nature loving. The
coefficient on CEO nature loving is 1.711 (significant at the 1 percent level) in
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column (3), which is consistent with the inference in H1. By computing the
economic magnitude of this coefficient (untabulated), it is found that ceteris
paribus, one standard deviation increase in CEO childhood greenspace area would
increase the number of CDM project participation by 0.340.
In sum, the coefficients on CEO nature loving in all the specifications are
statistically positive across two panels, indicating that CEOs with higher natureloving preference are more likely to (1) participate in a CDM project and (2) take
part in more CDM projects.
Insert Table 6 here.
One concern may be that CDM participation is a measure that reflects the
lack of carbon emission reduction employed by the CEO before CDM
participation. Foreign partners may choose firms with relatively worse equipment
for greenhouse gas reduction as partners to maximize the marginal reduction of
carbon emissions of investment, as a significant number of firms in China actively
apply for CDM projects.
However, it can hardly be the case here. Before 2005, nature-loving CEOs
may not have taken action to combat carbon dioxide. As discussed in Section 2.2,
the perception of stakeholder salience is the main driving factor of CSR behavior.
Before 2005, the concept of global warming was not widely recognized in China.
It was not until 2005 that the National Academies of Science of G8 nations,
including China, signed a statement on the global response to climate change. This
statement shows that the scientific understanding of climate change was
sufficiently clear in 2005 and that nation should take prompt action and explicitly
endorse the intergovernmental panel on climate change consensus. Secondly, there
were no regulations leading companies to contribute to reducing carbon dioxide
emissions before 2011.
29

5.2 Validation of Independent Variable
5.2.1 The Effect of CEO Nature-Loving Preference on Alternative
Environmental Protection Actions
To assess the validity and reliability of the newly constructed variable for the
CEO’s nature preference, I conduct additional analysis to examine the effect of
CEOs’ preference for nature protection on corporate pro-environmental
investment and environmental CSR score.
To valid the measure of nature-loving preference, the paper direct looks into
corporate environmental protection investment and corporate environmental CSR.
As hypothesized, CEOs with higher nature protection preferences are more likely
to invest in environmental protection and take environmental responsibility.
Therefore, in this section, I regress pro-environmental investment and
environmental CSR scores on CEO nature-loving preference separately. The
regression model equips the following form:
log(GreenInvest)/ Env_CSR score = α + βCEO nature loving + Σγi(Controlsi) + ε. (2)

First, following Yongqiang Gao, Yajing Chen, and Yunjun Zhang(2012)34, I
construct the log(GreenInvest) as the log of 1 plus the sum of expenditures related
to environmental protection in the “Construction in Process” 35 and greening
expenses in the “Managing Costs.” The sum of environmental protection
expenditures and greening expenses is scaled by total asset.
Second, I define the Env_CSR score as a count variable that represents the
number of the following statements mentioned by a company in its CSR reports:
producing environment-friendly products; having measures of reducing exhaust
34

The paper was published in the top 3 Chinese Accounting Journal, Management World.
Specifically, the expenditures include expenditures related to environmental protection for
technological transformation, process improvement, pollution control, and purchase and
construction of desulfurization equipment.
35
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gas, wastewater, or waste residue; using renewable energy or adopt circular
economy; possessing energy-saving technologies; developing the green office;
obtaining the certification of ISO 14001 for environmental management system;
receiving positive comments on firm’s environment-related activities, which have
other advantages beside above respects. Considering Env_CSR score is a count
variable, I use a Poisson regression model.
Based on the social ecology theory, I predict that the CEO’s nature protection
preference is positively associated with firm environmental CSR and proenvironmental investment. Table 7 reports the results of the validation tests.
The results are shown in table 7. In column (1), the coefficient on CEO nature
loving is positively significant at 10 percent level, suggesting that the measure of
CEO nature preference could successfully predict the green investment in the firm.
Similarly, in column (2), the coefficient on CEO nature loving is also positively
significant at 10 percent level. These results demonstrate that firms with natureloving CEOs have larger environmental protection expenditures and take more
environmental responsibility. The results provide evidence that CEOs’ private
nature-loving preference positively associate with the sense of responsibility for
environmental governance in the firm.
Insert Table 7 here.

5.2.2 Non-linearity
Prior literature does not offer clear guidelines on the type of relation between
the greenspace area and nature preference. However, it may be that CEOs with the
highest childhood hometown greenspace do not care about environmental
protection considering their experience of sufficient natural resources. That is, I
may find no effect of nature-loving preference for those CEOs. I choose a 75%
cutoff to define high hometown greenspace in childhood. Specifically, I define Q4
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nature-loving CEO to be an indicator variable that is one if CEO nature loving
larger than 75 percentile, and zero otherwise. However, table 8 shows that there is
no evidence that CEOs who grew up in a city with the most greenspace area will
reduce attention to nature protection.
Insert Table 8 here.

5.3 Robustness Tests
In this section, I conduct a series of analyses proposed in the preceding
sections to assess the robustness of my current results and support my inferences.
Firstly, I add the new fixed-effects, the CEO birthyear fixed-effects, in the
model to control for potential generation-invariant characteristics.
Insert Table 9 here.
Secondly, I expand the time period to 2014, the end of CDM application
under the Kyoto protocol. Although the results are still significant, the magnitude
of coefficients in Table 9 columns (3) and (4), 1.176 and 1.008, are smaller than
the coefficients of the main results, 2.039 and 1.711. This implies after 2011, the
effect of CEO nature loving on CDM participation reduces for all two dependent
variables.
These results mitigate the concern of the alternative explanation that natureloving CEOs participate in CDM projects for monetary benefits since, after 2011,
firms with lower carbon emission could benefit more from CDM participation due
to the establishment of the Chinses emission trading market.
Thirdly, following Jia, Van Lent, and Zeng (2014) and He, Yin, Zeng, Zhang,
and Zhao (2019), I also cluster standard errors at the CEO level. The results are
still convincing.
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Afterward, considering the potential measurement errors in the independent
variable constructs, I exclude the CEOs who had already reached 11 years old
before 1978 and re-run the regression. The results in columns (7) and (8) support
my inference that nature-loving CEOs are more likely to engage in CDM projects.
Note that Work in hometown is dropped in the regression due to the lack of
variations with firm fixed-effects.

5.4 Analyses of Causal Inference
5.4.1 CEOs Imprinting Personal Preferences
To test whether the positive relation between CEOs’ nature protectionpreference and corporate nature protection is a consequence of CEOs imprinting
their personal preferences on firm decisions, I add additional tests to demonstrate
the causal effect of CEO’s nature preference.
5.4.1.1 The Causality of CEOs Imprinting
I conduct econometric solutions to alleviate the potential selection bias when
drawing the causal inference of CEOs imprinting. Firstly, the firm fixed effects
were controlled to rule out the alternative interpretation: a CEO with a strong
preference for nature protection is likely to be hired by a firm that has a similar
attitude toward nature protection. Therefore, the regression was re-run with firmfixed effects. Firm fixed effects eliminate any time-invariant, i.e., firm-specific,
omitted variables that might be correlated with a certain CEO style.
Secondly, I also show that the results are robust when taking the lead of the
dependent variables by one year. This allows me to estimate how CEO nature
preference affects the firm’s CDM participation next year.
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Thirdly, as Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh (2012) suggested that the selection
effects will be most substantial in the first year of tenure. I remove the first year
of each CEO’s tenure from the sample and re-run the regression.36
In Table 10 column (1) and (2), after controlling for firm fixed-effects, the
estimated coefficients of CEO preference in the two columns are still positively
significant but smaller than those in the main regression. However, only with these
results, as discussed above, it cannot be concluded that the CEO nature loving
cause the firm global warming mitigation, since the limited cases of CEO
switching in the firm. Therefore, I conduct the other two tests to strengthen the
causal inference. In columns (3) and (4), I lead the dependent variable by one year
and re-run the baseline regression. The results are utterly similar. In column (5)
and (6), I delete the first year of each CEO’s tenures to mitigate selection bias
(Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh, 2012). Similarly, the main results still hold for both
CDM dummy and log(CDM number).
Overall, the results support the conjecture that CEOs with a higher natureloving preference will be more likely to lead the firms they manage to participate
in the environmental protective project, CDM.
Insert Table 10 here.
5.4.1.2 Effects of Corporate Governance
Besides the econometric solutions, if CEO imprinting mechanism works, I
also expect corporate governance to play a role. As climate mitigation at the firm
level is costly for shareholders (at least in the short term), I expect firms with
stronger governance will constrain nature-loving CEOs to imprint their personal

36

Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh (2012) demonstrated that if the outcome of interest varies over
time and the CEO characteristic is stable, then the selection effects will be strongest when the
CEO was first recruited by a given firm.
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preference. More specifically, it is in firms with relatively weaker governance that
one may expect CEOs to imprint their preferences. In this section, I examine
whether variation in governance results in different effects of CEOs’ nature
preference on firm decisions.
Table 11 reports the results of the effect of CEO nature loving preference on
CDM participation under different corporate governance conditions. Specifically,
Panel A reports the results when the dependent variable is CDM dummy, and Panel
B shows the results for CDM number.
I use four measures to capture corporate governance 37 . Based on each
corporate governance measure, I create two subsamples, one with the 1st quartile
of the corporate governance measure and another with the 4th quartile. First, I use
two measures of board governance, the size of the board and the ratio of
independent directors in board. In columns (2) and (4) of both Panel A and B, the
coefficients of CEO nature-loving preference are all positively significant. That is,
in firms with a larger board or with less independent directors, the CEO’s
imprinting effect on CDM participation is significantly positive. However, in
groups with stronger corporate governance (column 1 and 3), the CEO fails to
imprint their influence on CDM participation decisions. Especially in Panel B
column (3), the coefficient of CEO nature-loving turns negative. The result might
imply that in firms with strong governance, the boards might improve their
monitoring of nature-loving CEOs’ decisions and more carefully prevent natureloving CEOs from increasing the number of CDM participation.
Second, I examine the CEO’s effect in subsamples with high or low
institutional holding. Again, the effect of CEO imprinting is positive in the
37 See Yermack (1996) for evidence on board size and governance, Gillan and Starks (2000) for
evidence on institutional holding and governance, Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) for evidence on
independent directors and governance, and Abernethy, Kuang, and Qin (2015) for evidence on
CEO salary and CEO power.
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subsample with lower institutional holding but mutes or turns into negative when
institutional holding is high.
In the end, I detect the CEO’s imprinting effect when CEOs have higher or
lower power. I capture CEO power using the salary gap between CEO and
employees, which is calculated as CEO salary over the average salary of
employees. Column (8) shows the main result in the subsample with a large CEO
salary gap. The coefficient of CEO nature preference is not significant in the small
gap group but positively significant in the large gap group. The positive effect is
significant at 5% level when the dependent variable is CDM dummy and 1% level
when the dependent variable is CDM number, indicating when CEOs have more
power, they can imprint their personal nature preference on the firm decision.
All the results in Table 11 demonstrate that the effect of CEO nature
preference on CDM participation is stronger for firms with weaker corporate
governance.
Insert Table 11 here.
5.4.2 Endogenous Matching of CEOs and Firms
Although compelling evidence supports the CEO imprinting mechanism, I
still can’t rule out endogenous matching between CEOs and firms.
To detect whether firms endogenously match with a CEO who can implement
its desired policy, I conduct the CEO change analysis, using a wider sample from
2000 to 2017. I keep all firm-year observations with a new CEO hire. I examine
(1) the association between the nature-loving preference of newly hired and
previous CEOs and (2) the relationship between the nature-loving preference of
newly hired CEOs and firms’ characteristics in the previous year.
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I report two results from the CEO turnover analysis. First, in column (1) of
Table 12, I examine the relationship between the nature-loving preference of
current and previous CEOs. I find a positive (0.283) and statistical significance at
the 1% level. That is, if the previous CEO was nature-loving, the newly entered
CEO also tends to be a nature-lover, and vice versa. This evidence is supportive
of an endogenous CEO-firm matching model in which firms persistently select
CEOs with specific nature preferences.
Also, from the perspectives of a CEO, he/she might intentionally choose an
ideal firm to enter and implement his/her value, such that firms with specific
characteristics might systematically match with nature-loving CEOs. The
conjecture is supported by my second results. In column (2), I regress natureloving preference of newly entered CEO on firm environment-related
characteristics in the previous year and control for firm fundamentals and year
fixed effects. The coefficient on Lag Firm city GL is positively significant at 10
percent level in column (2), indicating that high nature-loving CEOs tend to work
in a greener city.
In addition, Lag log(Greeninvest) is an important determinant of hiring
nature-loving CEOs. It is positively correlated with new CEOs’ nature-loving
preference (significant at 10 percent in column 2). The finding indicates that a
nature-loving CEO is more likely to work in a firm that tended to invest more in
nature protection in the previous year. The result supports the inference of efficient
matching between the nature protection tendency of CEOs and firms.
Insert Table 12 here.

6. Summary
Understanding the effect of CEOs’ nature-loving preference is critical for
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environmental protection, including global warming mitigation, since these key
insiders (CEOs) are the ones who ultimately implement environmental protection
actions. Their beliefs, as stressed by the editorial of RFS, “play a crucial role in
financing new technologies for climate mitigation.” (Hong, Karolyi, and
Scheinkman, 2020) However, distinct from the role of senior managers’ risk
preference or time preference in financial decisions, which have been discovered
carefully studied by academics and practitioners, the manner in which CEOs’
social preference dominates their firm operating decision is still under-researched.
By combining studies with social ecology, this paper introduces into
accounting research a new measure of CEOs’ preference for nature protection,
which is the greenspace area in the CEO hometown during childhood. The direct
measure of CEOs’ nature-loving preference offers an opportunity to looked into
the mechanism of how their personal social preference govern their corporate
decisions. By using the unique setting of the Chinese CDM application, this paper
demonstrates that CEOs’ nature-loving preference conceived in childhood
positively correlated with firm environmental protection, proxied by CDM
participation. My results further support the causal inference that CEOs imprint
their personal nature preference on firm climate mitigation. Firstly, I find that the
main results are robust under three additional tests which alleviate selection bias.
Besides this, I also demonstrate that the CEO’s imprinting effect is significant
when corporate governance is weak, but it mutes when corporate governance is
strong. Even though compelling evidence supporting the CEO imprinting
mechanism, I also have evidence consistent with the endogenous matching of CEO
and firm. I find that firms keep hiring CEOs with similar nature-loving preference,
and nature-loving CEOs enter certain types of firms.
The practical implication of the results is twofold. Firstly, the results imply
that there is a potential new strategy for policymakers to induce global warming
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mitigation by adjusting the greenspace to increase residents’ nature appreciation.
On the other hand, investors can also sort the potential climate risk of a firm by
studying CEO’s childhood nature interaction.
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Appendix
Variable Definitions
1. Corporate global warming mitigation variables
CDM dummy

indicator variable that equals one if a listed firm or its subsidiaries
implements at least one CDM project initiated by the CEO in a given year,
and zero otherwise

log(CDM number)

log(the number of CDM projects+1). The number of CDM projects refers
to the number of CDM projects, which were initiated by the CEO,
implementing by a listed firm or its subsidiaries in a given year

2. CEO nature preference
CEO nature loving

the greenspace area per capita in a CEO’s hometown during the CEO’s
childhood (i.e. before the age of 11)

3. CEO level controls
log(CEO age)

log(current year - CEO birthyear + 1)

CEO gender

indicator variable that equals one if a CEO is female, and zero otherwise

Childhood industry area

the industrial and manufacturing area per capita in a CEO’s hometown
during the CEO’s childhood (i.e. before the age of 11)

Work in hometown

indicator variable that equals one if a CEO works his or her hometown,
and zero otherwise

4. Firm level controls
log(Firm age)

log(current year - firm establishment year + 1)

Lev

liabilities / assets

log(Assets)

log(assets)

SOE

indicator variable that equals one if a firm is a state-owned enterprise, and
zero otherwise

ROA

net income divided by total assets

5. Other variables in additional tests
Env_CSR score

count variable that represents the number of the following eight statements
a firm mentioned in its CSR reports: producing environment-friendly
products; having measures of reducing exhaust gas, wastewater, or waste
residue; using renewable energy or adopt circular economy; possessing
energy-saving technologies; developing the green office; obtaining the
certification of ISO 14001 for environmental management system;
receiving positive comments on firm’s environment-related activities;
have other advantages not belonging to the above respects

log(CSRscore)

log(Env_CSR score+1)

log(GreenInvest)

log(expenditures related to environmental protection in the "Construction
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in Process"+ greening expenses in the "Managing Costs" + 1)
Q4 nature-loving CEO enter

indicator variable that equals to 1 if CEO with nature loving preference
above the 75th percentile, and zero otherwise

Polluted ind

indicator variable that equals to 1 if a firm is in a highly polluting industry,
and zero otherwise. According to the Ministry of Environmental
Protection’s “Guidelines for Environmental Information Disclosure of
Listed Companies”, thermal power, steel, cement, electrolytic aluminum,
coal, metallurgy, chemical, petrochemical, building materials, paper,
brewing, pharmaceutical, fermentation, textile, tanning and mining
industries are heavily polluting industries

Firm city GL

the greenspace area per capita in a city where a firm is located
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Figure 1

Note: This figure shows the trend of greenspace area at the country level over the
years.
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Figure 2

Note: This figure displays the trend of greenspace area in the top 9 CEO hometown
cities in the final sample.
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Figure 3

Note: This figure presents the change in the number of cities from 1978 to 2017.
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Table 1 Sample Selection
No. of

No. of

No. of

firm-years

firms

CEOs

11,461

2,480

1,387*

Observations missing CEO hometown information

8,614

1,959

306*

Observations missing firm city information

78

23

26

Observations without CDM scope industries

1,281

518

559

Sample remaining

1,488

436

498

15

7

8

76

74

75

1,397

377

421

Sampling Procedure
Initial sample with data available in CNRDS and CSMAR
from 2006 to 2011
Delete:

Delete:
Observations with equity less than or equal to zero
Observations missing other necessary control variables or
belonging to singletons when running fixed effects model
Final sample

Note: This table presents the sample selection process.
* This number does not refer to the total number of CEOs, as some companies lack
CEO information.
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Table 2 Distribution of Top 20 CEO Hometown Cities (CEO-level) and Firm
Location Cities (Firm-level)
Top 20 hometown cities

Top 20 firm cities

City

Freq.

%

City

Freq.

%

Beijing

25

5.94

Beijing

31

8.22

Shanghai

24

5.7

Shanghai

29

7.69

Nanjing

14

3.33

Shenzhen

24

6.37

Hangzhou

12

2.85

Nanjing

13

3.45

Chongqing

12

2.85

Ningbo

10

2.65

Ningbo

11

2.61

Hangzhou

10

2.65

Suzhou

11

2.61

Chengdu

9

2.39

Nantong

10

2.38

Wuhan

8

2.12

Wuhan

10

2.38

Nantong

7

1.86

Shantou

8

1.9

Guangzhou

7

1.86

Xi'an

8

1.9

Jinan

7

1.86

Wuxi

7

1.66

Chongqing

7

1.86

Jinhua

7

1.66

Hefei

6

1.59

Tianjin

6

1.43

Taiyuan

6

1.59

Xuancheng

6

1.43

Shantou

6

1.59

Yuncheng

6

1.43

Suzhou

6

1.59

Baoding

5

1.19

Tianjin

5

1.33

Taizhou

5

1.19

Kunming

5

1.33

Meixian

5

1.19

Changsha

5

1.33

Shenyang

5

1.19

Foshan

4

1.06

# of Top 20 Cities

197

46.79

# of Top 20 Cities

205

54.38

# of Total Hometown Cities

421

100

# of Total Firm Cities

377

100

# of Unique Hometown Cities

152

# of Unique Firm Cities

137

Note: The table shows the information on the top 20 hometown cities at the firmCEO level and the top 20 company cities at the firm-level. The city whose name
is bolded represents it appears in both ranks.
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Table 3 CEO Turnover and CDM Participation (Firm Level)
The Number of CEO Turnover and CDM Participation

N

All firms

377

%

firms with two CEO turnover & with CDM projects

1

0.27%

firms with two CEO turnover & without CDM projects

2

0.53%

firms with one CEO turnover & with CDM projects

4

1.06%

firms with one CEO turnover & without CDM projects

34

9.02%

firms with no CEO turnover & with CDM projects

48

12.73%

firms with no CEO turnover & without CDM projects

288

76.39%

Note: The table illustrates the firm-level CEO turnover and CDM participation.
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Table 4 Summary Statistics (Full Sample)
N

Mean

SD

p1

p25

p50

p75

p99

CDM dummy

1397

0.101

0.301

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.000

log(CDM number)

1397

0.094

0.292

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.386

CDM number

1397

0.164

0.542

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

3.000

CEO nature loving

1397

0.140

0.172

0.009

0.040

0.066

0.177

0.663

log(Assets)

1397

22.135

1.730

19.596

20.963

21.736

22.866

29.653

Assets

1397

127.969

860.772

0.324

1.271

2.752

8.523

7555.450

ROA

1397

0.043

0.053

-0.164

0.016

0.040

0.067

0.205

SOE

1397

0.607

0.489

0.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

log(Firm age)

1397

2.480

0.441

1.099

2.197

2.565

2.833

3.258

Firm age

1397

12.013

4.962

2.000

8.000

12.000

16.000

25.000

Lev

1397

0.507

0.213

0.064

0.349

0.520

0.661

0.947

Work in hometown

1397

0.400

0.490

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

Childhood industry area

1397

0.119

0.086

0.011

0.062

0.103

0.156

0.451

Childhood area size

1397

11.942

22.238

0.191

3.470

5.265

11.343

149.375

CEO gender

1397

0.055

0.228

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.000

log(CEO age)

1397

3.869

0.128

3.555

3.784

3.871

3.951

4.174

CEO age

1397

47.275

6.221

34.000

43.000

47.000

51.000

64.000

Note: The table presents the summary statistics of the sample at the firm-year level.
Please refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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Table 5 Summary Statistics of Dependent Variables (High vs. Low Natureloving CEO)

Variable

Low Nature-loving

High Nature-loving

CEO

CEO

T-test
Diff. in

p-

Mean

Value

0.122

-0.042

0.010

0.115

-0.043

0.005

N

Mean

N

Mean

CDM dummy

689

0.080

708

log(CDM number)

689

0.072

708

Note: The table shows the comparative statistics for two CDM-related dependent
variables across two sub-samples: High CEO nature loving versus low CEO
nature loving. Please refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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Table 6 CEO Nature Loving and CDM Participation
Panel A: The effect of CEO nature loving on CDM dummy
Variable

Pred.
Sign

CEO nature loving

+

CEO gender
CEO age
log(Assets)
ROA
SOE
Firm age
Lev
Work in hometown
Childhood industry area

CDM dummy
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.124**
(2.234)
0.047
(1.418)
-0.234**
(-2.549)
0.062***
(4.872)
0.062
(0.316)
0.004
(0.143)
0.068***
(2.999)
0.181***
(2.848)
0.019
(0.785)
0.125
(0.767)

0.118**
(2.070)
0.034
(0.965)
-0.269***
(-2.894)
0.053***
(3.976)
0.140
(0.722)
0.031
(1.037)
0.050**
(2.241)
0.231***
(3.406)
0.016
(0.642)
0.133
(0.807)

2.039**
(2.397)
-0.023
(-0.625)
-0.402**
(-2.534)
0.054***
(3.608)
0.204
(0.933)
0.033
(0.922)
-0.016
(-0.606)
0.209**
(2.302)
0.041
(1.238)
1.314
(1.335)

Yes
No
No
No
0.212
0.202
1397

Yes
Yes
No
No
0.230
0.217
1397

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.601
0.505
1397

Industry FEs
Year FEs
Firm City FEs
Hometown City FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

Panel B: The effect of CEO nature loving on log(CDM number)
Variable

Pred.
Sign

CEO nature loving

+

CEO gender
CEO age

log(CDM number)
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.105**
(2.039)
0.056
(1.468)
-0.179**
(-2.195)

0.099*
(1.895)
0.043
(1.070)
-0.215***
(-2.613)

1.711***
(2.766)
-0.024
(-0.752)
-0.333***
(-2.759)
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log(Assets)
ROA
SOE
Firm age
Lev
Work in hometown
Childhood industry area

0.063***
(4.805)
0.027
(0.164)
-0.007
(-0.287)
0.070***
(3.254)
0.164***
(2.638)
0.017
(0.759)
0.160
(1.042)

0.053***
(3.984)
0.099
(0.601)
0.021
(0.807)
0.051**
(2.486)
0.214***
(3.251)
0.013
(0.601)
0.166
(1.070)

0.047***
(3.702)
0.215
(1.280)
0.022
(0.726)
-0.001
(-0.060)
0.220***
(2.827)
0.040
(1.288)
0.990
(1.031)

Yes
No
No
No
0.232
0.222
1397

Yes
Yes
No
No
0.251
0.238
1397

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.606
0.512
1397

Industry FEs
Year FEs
Firm City FEs
Hometown City FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

Note: The table reports the relationship between CEO nature loving and CDM
implementation. Panel A and B respectively presents the coefficient estimates of
the regression models with CDM dummy and CDM number as the dependent
variable. Across two panels in Table 6, column (1) represents the regression, which
includes industry fixed effects. Year fixed effects are included in column (2). In
column (3), the firm city fixed effects and hometown city fixed effects are further
added. The symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1%
levels for two-tailed tests, respectively. The standard errors are clustered at the
firm level. The t-statistics are reported in parentheses when using OLS regression
model. Please refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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Table 7 CEO Nature-Loving preference and Alternative Environmental
Protection Measures

Variable
CEO nature loving
CEO gender
CEO age
log(Assets)
ROA
SOE
Firm age
Lev
Work in hometown
Childhood industry area
Industry FEs
Year FEs
Firm City FEs
Hometown City FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
pseudo R-squared
Observations

log(GreenInvest)

Env_CSR score

(1)

(2)

11.400*
(1.654)
-0.838
(-0.879)
2.338
(1.519)
-0.087
(-0.550)
0.636
(0.206)
0.297
(0.635)
0.271
(0.485)
1.190
(0.954)
0.152
(0.283)
-4.386
(-0.259)

2.289*
(1.789)
-0.639***
(-3.278)
-0.486
(-1.127)
-0.061
(-1.192)
1.294*
(1.936)
0.006
(0.047)
-0.436**
(-2.543)
0.322
(0.949)
0.101
(0.624)
-10.250
(-0.585)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.498
0.373

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1443

0.109
606

Note: The table reports the relationship between CEO nature loving and alternative
environmental protection measures. In Panel A, the dependent variable is
log(GreenInvest). In panel B, the dependent variable is Env_CSR, and a Poisson
regression model is used. The symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% levels for two-tailed tests, respectively. The standard errors are
clustered at the firm level. The t- or z-statistics are reported in parentheses. Please
refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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Table 8 Non-linearity Test
CDM

log(CDM

dummy

number)

(1)

(2)

0.078***

0.074***

(4.531)

(5.258)

-0.008

-0.010

(-0.224)

(-0.329)

-0.396**

-0.331***

(-2.584)

(-2.793)

0.057***

0.049***

(3.703)

(3.866)

0.193

0.206

(0.878)

(1.222)

0.034

0.021

(0.902)

(0.702)

-0.032

-0.016

(-1.212)

(-0.652)

0.206**

0.218***

(2.251)

(2.778)

0.065**

0.062**

(2.128)

(2.120)

1.197

0.877

(1.085)

(0.839)

Industry FEs

Yes

Yes

Year FEs

Yes

Yes

Firm City FEs

Yes

Yes

Hometown City FEs

Yes

Yes

R-squared

0.601

0.607

Adjusted R-squared

0.505

0.512

Observations

1397

1397

Variable
Q4 nature-loving CEO
CEO gender
CEO age
log(Assets)
ROA
SOE
Firm age
Lev
Work in hometown
Childhood industry area

Note: This table reports the correlation between Q4 nature-loving CEO and CDM
implementation. The dependent variable is CDM dummy and CDM number
respectively in column (1) and column (2). The symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for two-tailed tests, respectively. The
standard errors are clustered at the firm level. The t-statistics are reported in
parentheses when using OLS regression model. Please refer to Appendix for a full
description of all variables.
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Table 9 Robustness Tests
With CEO Birthyear Fixed Effects
Model
Variable
CEO nature loving
Controls
Industry FEs
Year FEs
Firm City FEs
Hometown City FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

CDM dummy
(1)

log(CDM number)
(2)

CDM dummy
(3)

log(CDM number)
(4)

1.914**
(1.973)
Yes

1.599**
(2.331)
Yes

1.176**
(2.283)
Yes

1.008**
(2.302)
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.609
0.503
1397

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.617
0.512
1397

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.608
0.543
2368

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.607
0.542
2368

Cluster Standard Errors at the CEO
Level
Variable
CEO nature loving
Controls
Industry FEs
Year FEs
Firm City FEs
Hometown City FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

Change Sample Period:
2006~2014

Delete CEOs Who Reach 11 Age
Before 1978

CDM dummy
(5)

log(CDM number)
(6)

CDM dummy
(7)

log(CDM number)
(8)

2.039**
(2.374)
Yes

1.711***
(2.726)
Yes

27.337**
(2.127)
Yes

18.217*
(1.797)
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.601
0.505
1397

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.606
0.512
1397

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.754
0.616
194

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.729
0.578
194

Note: The table reports the results of the robustness tests for the baseline model in
Table 6 column (3). In column (1) and (2), I add the CEO birthyear fixed-effects.
In column (3) and (4), I expand the time period to 2014, the end of CDM
application under the Kyoto protocol. In column (5) and (6), I cluster standard
errors at the CEO level, following Jia, Van Lent, and Zeng (2014) and He, Yin,
Zeng, Zhang, and Zhao (2019). In column (7) and (8), I exclude the CEOs who
had already reached 11 years old before 1978. The symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for two-tailed tests, respectively. The
t-statistics are reported in parentheses when using OLS regression model. Please
refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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Table 10 Analyses of Causal Inference
Add firm fixed effects

Variable
CEO nature loving
Controls
Industry FEs
Year FEs
Firm City FEs
Hometown City FEs
Firm FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
N

Lead dependent
variable

Delete the first year
of tenure

CDM
dummy
(1)

log(CDM
number)
(2)

CDM
dummy
(3)

log(CDM
number)
(4)

CDM
dummy
(5)

log(CDM
number)
(6)

1.330*
(1.731)

1.225**
(2.102)

2.042**
(2.400)

1.417**
(2.218)

4.047*
(1.805)

3.118**
(2.077)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
0.701
0.523
1360

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
0.697
0.517
1360

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0.627
0.537
1391

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0.633
0.545
1391

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0.648
0.550
1037

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0.663
0.570
1037

Note: The table reports the results of causal analyses for baseline results. In
column (1) and (2), I control for firm fixed-effects. In columns (3) and (4), I lead
the dependent variables by one year and re-run the baseline regression. In column
(5) and (6), I delete the first year of each CEO’s tenures to mitigate selection bias
(Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh, 2012). The symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for two-tailed tests, respectively. The
t-statistics are reported in parentheses when using OLS regression model. Please
refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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Table 11 Effects of Corporate Governance
Panel A: Dependent variable: CDM dummy
Board size
Small

Big board

Board
Variable

Independent directors

Institutional investors

CEO salary gap

Large

Small

Large

Small

Small

Large

share

share

share

Share

gap

gap

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

-0.895

18.740***

-5.006

15.829**

-7.772

1.651

3.295

1.502**

(-0.591)

(2.649)

(-1.283)

(2.646)

(-1.605)

(1.044)

(0.298)

(2.218)

Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Industry FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Firm City FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hometown City FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

R-squared

0.801

0.804

0.816

0.910

0.759

0.584

0.655

0.750

Adjusted R-squared

0.673

0.671

0.694

0.768

0.590

0.282

0.462

0.601

212

224

206

99

295

281

288

298

CEO nature loving

Observations

Panel B: Dependent variable : CDM number
Board size
Small

Big board

Board
Variable

Independent directors

Institutional investors

CEO salary gap

Large

Small

Large

Small

Small

Large

share

share

share

Share

gap

gap

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

-1.040

15.483***

-6.283*

11.121**

-8.437*

1.936

-1.926

1.250***

(-0.583)

(3.001)

(-1.684)

(2.173)

(-1.927)

(1.181)

(-0.270)

(2.735)

Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Industry FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Firm City FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hometown City FEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

R-squared

0.822

0.794

0.831

0.911

0.791

0.627

0.611

0.744

Adjusted R-squared

0.706

0.655

0.719

0.769

0.645

0.355

0.393

0.592

212

224

206

99

295

281

288

298

CEO nature loving

Observations

Note: The table reports the baseline results under different corporate governance
conditions. Specifically, Panel A reports the results when the dependent variable
is CDM dummy, and Panel B shows the results for CDM number. Based on each
corporate governance measure, I create two subsamples, one with the 1st quartile
of the corporate governance measure and another with the 4th quartile. The
symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for twotailed tests, respectively. The t-statistics are reported in parentheses when using
OLS regression model. Please refer to Appendix for a full description of all
variables.
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Table 12

The Relation Between Nature-Loving Preference of Newly
Appointed CEOs and Firm Characteristics
CEO nature loving

CEO nature loving

(1)

(2)

Variable
Prior CEO nature loving

0.283***
(3.572)

Lag log(Assets)

0.008
(0.990)
0.023
(1.104)
0.015
(0.614)
-0.006
(-0.261)
0.004***
(4.656)
-0.001
(-0.085)
-0.027
(-1.235)
0.035*
(1.807)
0.004*
(1.676)

Lag ROA
Lag SOE
Lag Firm age
Lag_ Lev
Lag_log(CSRscore)
Lag Polluted ind
Lag Firm city GL
Lag log(Greeninvest)
Year FEs
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

No
0.084
0.081
254

Yes
0.110
0.009
254

Note: The table reports (1) the association between the nature-loving preference
of newly hired and previous CEOs and (2) the relationship between the natureloving preference of newly hired CEOs and firms’ characteristics in the previous
year. The sample period is from 2000 to 2017. The sample consists of all firmyear observations with a new CEO hire. The symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for two-tailed tests, respectively. The
t-statistics are reported in parentheses when using OLS regression model. Please
refer to Appendix for a full description of all variables.
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